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Letter from the Editor 
Summer is upon us!  The sunshine is inviting us to spend more time outdoors.  Please keep an eye 

on your furry friends when the temperature soars.  Have lots of water on hand, a shady place for your 

dog to rest, and be aware of the signs of heat-induced illness.  Walk your dog during the coolest 

times of the day and remember that dogs do not wear sneakers and the pavement can be 

uncomfortable for their paws.  If you are going out to run errands, leave Fido at home.  Temperatures 

inside cars can become lethal in a very short period of time.  Taking your dog to the beach or out on 

the boat?  Consider a life jacket for your dog.  Most importantly, have a great time with your dog 

during this season of outdoor activity. 

Gail   

Upcoming Events 

Supported Entry with Suffolk County Kennel Club 

Saturday, September 26, 2015 

Flowerfields, Route 25A, St. James, NY 

Judge:  Mr. Alberto Barrios 

Join us at the ESSCLI Meet the Breed Tent 

Field Trial 

Saturday, October 3, 2015 

Richard Stewart Farm 

6225 Dublin Road 

Canisteo, NY 

The English Springer Spaniel 

Club of Long Island, Inc. 

July 2015 Newsletter 
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Designated Specialty with Riverhead Kennel Club 

Sunday, October 25, 2015 

Eastern States Expo 

1305 memorial Ave. 

West Springfield, MA 

Sweepstakes Judge:  Ms. Lori Carver 

Breed Judge:  TBA 

 

CLUB NEWS  

MATCH SHOW and SCKC Canine Experience 

It was HOT! HOT! HOT!  We all cooled off under the club tents and enjoyed the day.  Thank 

you to all who contributed to our delicious buffet of breakfast and lunch.  Gini Titterton had 

the distinction of traveling the farthest (from MA) and still being the first to arrive!  Ann 

Barile’s Princess Penny made her debut.  The dainty Cavalier’s paws never touched the 

ground, to the delight of all who held her.  Casey Silverthorn attended his very first show and 

was quickly learning the ropes.  The Dolan’s Tessa and McDuff once again proved that field 

springers can strut their stuff!  Too and Piece Kraft had a blast being back in the ring.   

Joyce Rienzo was our Sweepstakes judge and awarded Best in Sweeps to Marge Silverthorn’s 

Casey (photo on left).  Best Veteran was awarded to Cheryl Kraft’s Too (photo on right). 

Bonnie Regan presided over breed judging with Best in Match going to Cheryl Kraft’s Piece.  

Best Opposite to Best Adult in Match was awarded to Kevin Dolan’s Mc Duff.  Best Puppy in 

Match was awarded to Marge Silverthorn’s Casey. 
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All-Breed Obedience and Rally Trials 
We did it, we had our FIRST rally and obedience trials and came through with flying 
colors.  I cannot even begin to thank everyone for all their work and effort.  It was a 
true team event from planning to completion (once the paperwork is done!)  Kudos 
and Bravo to all of us!  Especially to Debi Feliziani, the owner of Dog Works, for the 
gourmet lunches served and her warm hospitality.  Our head stewards, Joyce Rienzo 

and her identical twin sister Janet kept things running smoothly while Ann Barile kept 
the running order on time at our outdoor steward table.  Cheryl Kraft was an excellent 
co-chair, and Marge Silverthorn and Scott Gillis were everywhere whenever needed. 
 
Many thanks to our judges who filled in at the last minute, Linda Ferrullo, Ellen 
Adomelis, and Lynn Currie.  Just some quick facts, there were 105 entries of which 98 

showed and 19 qualified in rally and 38 qualified in obedience.  High in Trial and High 
Combined was awarded to Pomeranian OTCH Bounce UDX, OM3, RE owned by Debra 
Masino from the Utility B Class.  Highest Scoring ESS in Trial was CH Aspatuck’s Too 
Makes Four BN RA NADAP OJP NF NFP CGCA owned and loved by Cheryl Kraft.  Too 

earned his Rally Excellent Title at our show. 
 
Join us next year on May 7 & 8, 2016! 

 

    

Ladies Kennel Association of America 

Best in Veterans Sweepstakes Awarded by Judge Mr. Scott Gillis:  

GCH CERISE COCO CHANEL RN CGC. SR 46830704. 11-29-07 

By Ch Ramblewood Johnny B Goode - Ch Cerise Point Of View.  

Owner: Nancy Bitters & Kate O'Connell & Dorothy Cherry, Waterford, CT 063851104. Breeder: 

Kate O'Connell & Dorothy Cherry & Rosemary Fugit 

Breed Results Awarded by Judge Mrs. Keke Kahn 

Best of Breed:  CERISE BABYLON REVISTED. SR 80027704. 10-23-13 

By GCH Cerise Celtic Thunder - GCH Cerise Tender Is The Night. Dog.  

Owner: Sharon Neil Ullman, Lawrenceville, GA 30043. Breeder: Cherry & Blaine & Sunseri.  

(Rindi Goudet, Agent). 

Best of Opposite:  GCH TWINOAKS BLACK VELVET IF YOU PLEASE. SR 72028803. 03-08-12 

By Ch TwinOaks Meant To Be CDX GN RE NA OAJ NF - Ch TwinOaks Sapphire MemphisQueen. 

Bitch.  

Owner: Patty Mortara & Ren Mortara, Flemington, NJ 08822. Breeder: Thomas Faust & Laureen  

Select Dog:  GCH CERISE CHANEL EXCLUSIF. SR 66859104. 03-18-11 

By GCH Cerise Jesse James - GCH Cerise Coco Chanel RN CGC. Dog.  

Owner: Nancy Bitters, Waterford, CT 063851104. Breeder: Nancy Bitters & Kate O'Connell & 

Dorothy Cherry. 

http://www.infodog.com/files/bdogrsl1.prg;makc=SR%2046830704;mdog=GCH_Cerise_Coco_Chanel_RN_CGC;wins=all
http://www.infodog.com/files/bdogrsl1.prg;makc=SR%2080027704;mdog=Cerise_Babylon_Revisted;wins=all
http://www.infodog.com/files/bdogrsl1.prg;makc=SR%2072028803;mdog=GCH_TwinOaks_Black_Velvet_If_You_Please;wins=all
http://www.infodog.com/files/bdogrsl1.prg;makc=SR%2066859104;mdog=GCH_Cerise_Chanel_Exclusif;wins=all
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Winners:  PAWMARC'S CHRYSTAL BLUE PERSUASION @ UPTOWN. SR 85223603. 11-03-14 

By GCH Bruden Fairhaven Hildalgo - Maggie.  

Owner: Sharon Neil Ullman, Lawrenceville, GA 30043. Breeder: Pat Wilaby Jansen. 

(Rindi Gaudet, Agent) 

   
 

Annual Club Meeting June 28 

The slate, as prepared by the nominations committee, had been presented at May’s meeting and no further 

nominations were made at that time. Ann Barile, recording secretary, cast the single vote for the slate 
presented by the nominating  committee. The new officers and Board members were elected as follows:  
  President: Marge Silverthorn 
  Show Vice President: Barbara Czarzasty 
  Field Vice President: Kevin Dolan 
  Treasurer: Scott Gillis 
  Corresponding Secretary: Gail Schuljan 
  Recording Secretary: Ann Barile 
  Board Members: Carol Dolan, Ted Lagala  
 

After the meeting finished, Gail Schuljan, Joyce Rienzo and Scott Gillis presented an 
introduction to Nosework, or as we lovingly refer to it as Smelly Dog .  
Demonstrations were given by Joyce and her beagle Dasher and by Scott and our 
field spaniel Archy.  Casey Silverthorn (left) and Kensie Regan (right) pay close 
attention.  Many of our members took the plunge with their dogs and had a great time 
figuring out which boxes had the treats. 

  
 

 

Support Canine Companions for Independence 
Ann Barile is selling raffle tickets for a large canine inspired quilt to 
support Canine Companions for Independence.  The raffle will be 
drawn at the annual DogFest on Saturday, October 3, 2015.  You do 
not have to be present to win.  Tickets are $1 each or 6 for $5.  If 
you are interested in purchasing tickets, please contact Gail at 
esscli@optimum.net 

 

http://www.infodog.com/files/bdogrsl1.prg;makc=SR%2085223603;mdog=Pawmarc_s_Chrystal_Blue_Persuasion_@_Uptown;wins=all
mailto:esscli@optimum.net
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The Winner’s Circle 

Congratulations to All!!!! 

Super Sniffers: 

Archy Schuljan/Gillis passed his Odor Recognition Tests for Anise and Clove. 

Dasher Rienzo passed her Odor Recognition Tests for Birch, Anise, and Clove.  

From John Lamendola:  Congratulations to Ted Lagala with Spirit, Richard Soule with Peter and Rick Wilhelm 

with Nate. All three ESSCLI field trailers completed the third series at this past week's AKC licensed "Southern Tier" 

field trial. I am sure that this is the first time in the history of our club that three ESSCLI dogs have accomplished this 

milestone at the same trial. Ted was awarded third place with Spirit. Way to go guys! 

From Cheryl Kraft:  Too got his CD; his Rally Excellent title; his second pre-novice leg and three legs towards a 

RAE since the last newsletter. All was accomplished with his never ending tail wagging. It makes it so much fun to 

work with a dog that enjoys working and the associated attention 

From Susan Jonis:  ECS Weatherby's Afterglow - call name Ember, 

Owned by Kevin and Barb Czarzasty trained and handled by Barbara Bobrowich, 

handled by proud dad, Kevin to her 4th & title leg as a Junior Hunter at Central 

Ct on May 24. Ember is only 14 months old 

From Gerilyn Wilkens:  Ziva earned the title of Beginner Novice in 

Obedience at the English Springer Spaniel Trial. I'm very proud of her. We are a 

great team!  Ziva looks quite fetching in her placement and new title ribbons. 

 

Dog Tales   

Our ESS’s are regular news hounds and all round gossips!  Here’s what’s 

happening in our springer community!   

John Lamendola is the first to pay his 2016 dues! …Ann Barile had a blast dog 

sitting for Lolita who is a Canine Companions for Independence puppy in training… Lolita joined the Past and 

current Commodores, the Flag Officers and Board of Governors at the 2015 Flag Raising during the Opening 

Day celebration at Narrasketuck Yacht Club... Judy and Bob Basile just love their Molly whom they rescued a 

year ago February. She gets along just fine with their other Springer JJ. Everyone who comes to their ranch 

adores the dogs. From Mike Greco - My two boys Angus & Bull getting ready for their trip back to Montana to 

play along The Madison River and get ready for this year’s Montana Bird Season (photo 2). Special thanks to 

the Long Island Crew for all the training help ! Especially my personal Coach John Lamendola…Emmie Beede 
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is enjoying mom Evelyn’s new roses (photo 3)…Lolita has a blast with her toys! (photo 1)..Welcome Princess 

Penny, Ann Barile’s ESS Wannabe, a King Charles Cavalier Spaniel (photo 4). 

      

 

From Evelyn Beede:  From "Britain's Got Talent" : If Dogs Could Talk...... 

lh.wrotehttps://www.youtube-nocookie.com/embed/xU7FdD1SpHc?rel=0 

 

From Dale Lenahan:  Cooper Loves Ice Cream  

This 42 seconds of video was made by a Vancouver, BC news anchor. She first showed it at the closing of the 
news one day and it has gone viral. 

https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/embed/tHvExOg4NI0?rel=0 

 

 

Rescue News from Gini Titterton 

May 21st, George Pajonas fell in love at first sight when he met Nessie 

now called Girlie. Can you blame him, she's gorgeous! Girlie was 
surrendered when her owners didn't know how to housebreak her. 

George has no problem working that out, he's had MANY springers 
before Girlie. Sounds like 2 year old Girlie has settled in, and has won 

over the whole family in just one day! ESSCLI thanks George for 
rescuing Girlie. 

https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/embed/xU7FdD1SpHc?rel=0
https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/embed/tHvExOg4NI0?rel=0
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Sadie, black and white, and Samson, liver and white, 

littermates at 1 1/2 years old, were needing to find a home. The 
owner felt it would be best if the two could be placed together. 

Ed and Nancy Fitterer and their 2 daughters found the space in 
their hearts and home to take in the two. Scamp, 14, another 

ESS they had rescued from ESSCLI, welcomed them, as well. 
Here is the trio of content springers, all smiles!  

 

Hunter Hatfield has a very tough job! Here he is watching 
over the new chicks in the Hatfield home. Who can trust a 

bird dog to do this? Must be very tempting...... Hunter was 
adopted by Heather and Turtle, and their sons Blaze and 

Chase, last February. Thanks for rescuing Hunter. 

 

  

 

Check us out on Facebook  for the most recent updates of the dogs that are 

adopted and rescue news.  Please like us on Facebook – English Springer Spaniel Club of Long Island  - Rescue.   

 

 

 

SUPER SNOOD SALE!!!!!!!! 

$5.00 each plus shipping! 

For Newsletter Recipients Only 

Let us pick out the perfect snood for you.  Tell us the color of your dog and what your color or holiday 
preference is and we will find the right snood for your pooch! 

Email Gail at ESSCLI@optimum.net 

 

 

Membership  

Please note that the attached due notice is for 2016 DUES for the 2016 club year. 

 

mailto:ESSCLI@optimum.net
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Farewell, my Friend  

From Ken Goldberg:  I adopted Samantha through you in 2005 and she recently passed over the rainbow bridge. 

She was a great dog – my heart is broken..  Thank you Ken for sharing this lovely tribute to Samantha. 

INTO OUR LIVES by Ken Goldberg in loving memory of Samantha 

We bring them into our lives 

And watch them grow from a dog 

With endless energy and playfulness 

To a senior with a weakening body 

We bring them into our lives 

Even though the end will bring heartbreak 

When we have to decide to let them go 

And watch them take their last breath 

We bring them into our lives 

Even though we realize 

How hard the days after their passing will be 

And that we will miss them terribly 

We start to wonder 

With all that we know 

Why do we do it? 

Then we remember 

Their unconditional love 

The doggie smile when they are happy 

The special places they shared with us 

The absolute joy they showed in those special places 

That they made us better people 

And this brings us peace 

Along with happiness that we had them in our lives 
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 From Ann Barile: 

After a very brief illness my beloved Maggie crossed the 

Rainbow Bridge on July 20, 2015. 
 

Maggie started working at Sunrise Senior Living at West 

Babylon when she was 8 weeks old. With her silly puppy antics 
and loving nature she brought joy and laughter to the staff 

and residents. She retired from Sunrise in 2011 but continued 
her visits as a Therapy Dog every Tuesday morning. 

 

Bred and raised to be a Canine Companions Service Dog, 
Maggie had a change of career and worked as a Therapy Dog. 

She mentored many Canine Companions puppies who were 
fostered in our home. She shared her toys with all of them and taught them how to play keep-a-

way and catch-me-if-you-can in the back yard.  

 
She was an exceptionally kind, loving and playful dog who never lost her desire to have fun and 

enjoy life. Her sudden passing was a surprise and a shock but she did not suffer and she 
continued to do the things she loved right up until the end. 

 

Rest in peace my Maggie Lou. Thank you for all the joy and comfort you brought into the lives of 
all who met you. 

 

Do Dogs Need Sunscreen?  by VetDepot on June 9, 2015  

Putting sunscreen on your dog may seem a little silly, but the fact is that the sun’s rays are harmful for canines 

too. A dog’s fur provides a natural shield from the sun, but extra protection is sometimes necessary. If one of 

the following situations applies to your canine companion, consider applying some sunscreen.  

 Your dog is experiencing hair loss: If your dog is suffering from allergies, undergoing chemotherapy, or 
experiencing hormonal issues, hair loss may be leaving some parts of his skin unprotected from those dangerous 
rays. 

 Your dog loves to sunbathe: Just like people, some dogs love to bask in the sunlight more than others. If your 
pup seems drawn to lounging in the sunshine, you might want to apply some sunscreen. The top of the snout 
and the back of the legs are problem areas for many canines. 

 Your dog is spending great deal of time outdoors: A short walk around the neighborhood is probably not going 
to expose your dog to too much sun, but an afternoon at the beach or a camping trip might. It’s good to be 
cautious and apply some sunscreen if your dog is going to be spending a significant amount of time outdoors. 

How to choose the right sunscreen for your dog: 

Opt for a sunscreen that is specifically designed for canines. If you must use a human sunscreen, choose one for 

sensitive skin or babies. If you need suggestions, consult with your dog’s veterinarian. Avoid any products with 

zinc oxide because this ingredient can be toxic if ingested. 
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From the Archives   I hope you enjoy these Randhaven Kennel ESS show wins from 

the 1950’s and 1960’s, the Welsh Springers are at the 1959 Benched Staten Island Show.  
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A Little of This, A Little of That! 

AKC ADDS NEW “URBAN CGC” TITLE TO POPULAR CANINE GOOD CITIZEN® PROGRAM 
New York, NY – Giving responsible owners a whole new level of achievement for their dogs, the American Kennel Club 

(AKC) announced today the launch of “AKC Urban CGC” to the Canine Good Citizen (CGC) training program. The new 

title focuses on city-dwelling dogs and the special skills they require. 
 
Since 1989, more than 700,000 dogs and their owners have been recognized by the CGC program, which rewards the 
dogs’ good manners at home and in the community. As with CGC, AKC Urban CGC requires a 10-step test of skills 
that dogs must pass to earn the official AKC Urban CGC title. AKC Urban CGC skills dogs must possess include: 
 

• Exits/enters doorways (of dog friendly buildings) with no pulling 
• Walks through a crowd on a busy urban sidewalk 
• Reacts appropriately to city distractions (horns, sirens, etc.) 
• Waits on leash, crosses street under control 
• Ignores food and food containers on sidewalk 
• Person approaches on sidewalk and pets dog 
• 3-minute down-stay in lobby of dog friendly building 

• Safely negotiates stairs and elevators 

• Housetrained 
• Enters, exits, rides dog-friendly transportation (car, subway in a carry bag, cab) 
 
“City dogs require a very special set of skills, including waiting to cross a street, ignoring food tossed on a sidewalk, 
behaving in building lobbies and riding elevators,” said Mary Burch, Ph.D., Director of the Canine Good Citizen 
program. “Urban CGC reinforces practical, everyday skills for the millions of dogs living in urban areas today, creating 

safer, more responsible communities.” 
 
To be eligible for the AKC Urban CGC title, dogs must have a CGC certificate or title on record at AKC and must have 
an AKC number (AKC registration number, PAL number, or AKC Canine Partners number). Dogs passing the AKC 
Urban Dog test will earn the “CGCU” title. 
 

AKC Supports NY Legislation Protecting Dogs Kept in Outdoor Shelters 
The NY Assembly Agriculture Committee is considering a bill tomorrow (Tuesday, May 19) that would clarify current law regarding 
minimum standards for dogs kept in outdoor shelters. Current law already provides minimum requirements for dogs kept outdoors  
in inclement weather and extreme temperatures. Assembly Bill 7033 contains reasonable clarifications to these requirements that would 
protect dogs kept outdoors and ensure they are kept in humane conditions and protected from the elements, including: 

 Clarifying that shade must be sufficient to cover the dog’s entire body when exposure to sunlight is likely to threaten the health 
of the dog.  

 Clarifying that the mandatory waterproof roof already required for dogs kept outside in inclement weather must cover enough 
of the facility to completely cover the dog 

 Requiring that shelters for dogs left outside in inclement weather have flooring made of solid material (excluding sections of 
metal cages) of enough area to allow a dog to lie down with limbs fully extended. 

 Requiring that shelters for dogs left outside in inclement weather have four enclosed sides, including an entrance with a flap, 
and be of appropriate size to allow the build-up of natural body heat in cold temperatures. 

 Prohibiting dogs being left outdoors if there is imminent danger of death or serious physical injury due to the weather unless 
the dog has a proper shelter or access to a building (such as a residence, office, etc.) of the owner or person who has custody 
or control of the dog. 

The AKC strongly believes that all dogs should be treated in a humane manner and should never be left in conditions where their 
health and safety are jeopardized. Assembly Bill 7033 provides reasonable  
clarifications to protect dogs without imposing undue and unnecessary restrictions on responsible dog owners and sportsmen. 

NY Bill Would Allow Dogs in Outdoor Dining Areas May 18, 2015 
The New York State Senate has approved a bill that would allow dogs in “food service establishments” , as long as certain 
requirements are met.  
 
The AKC supports this bill, which would allow responsible dog owners more opportunity to enjoy outdoor activities and socialization with 
their well-behaved pets. 
 
Senate Bill 4327 has passed the Senate, and both this bill and its companion Assembly Bill 5956 are pending in the Assembly Health 
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Committee.  
 
Under these bills, dogs would be permitted in public “outdoor dining areas” if the owner chooses to allow dogs and the dogs are kept on 
leash or in a pet carrier. The dining area must also follow specific guidelines, including having a separate entrance for diners bringing 
their dogs and prohibiting dogs from being on chairs, benches or other fixtures within the dining area.  
 
New York residents are encouraged to contact their State Assembly member and ask them to support Senate Bill 4327 and Assembly 
Bill 5956. Visit the New York Assembly website and type in your address to find the name and contact information for your State 
Assembly ]member.  

NY Committee Considering Positive Bill to Help Lost Dogs May 29, 2015 
 
The New York Senate Agriculture Committee is considering a bill that would amend the current laws to help identify the owners of lost 
dogs.  
Under Senate Bill 1812, which is supported by the AKC, a lost dog must be checked for all forms of identification, including tags, 
microchips, tattoos or licenses within 24 hours after intake, or as soon as practicable. Also, if possible, a photograph and description of 
the dog should be posted on the Internet, unless it is deemed better to not post if deemed appropriate to facilitate finding the owner or 
protect the safety of the dog.  
If the dog is identified, the owner must be notified either personally or by certified mail, and the dog must be held for seven days. If the 
dog is not identified right away, it must be held for at least five days.  
 

NY Senate Approves Criminalizing Pet Theft June 4, 2015 

The New York Senate has approved a bill that would make it a crime to steal a pet from an owner’s or legal 
custodian’s private property. The bill is now pending in the Assembly Codes Committee. 

Current New York law declares that theft of certain property is grand larceny in the fourth degree. Senate Bill 423 
expands this to include a dog or cat taken from a dwelling, enclosure, or yard on the owner or legal custodian’s 
property. 

Clearly defining pets as property ensures that responsible dog owners and breeders in New York who are victims of 
pet theft at their residence or private property are entitled to the same protections and compensations as other 
property owners whose property is stolen. This clarification also ensures that criminals who steal pets can be held 
accountable for their crime. 

The Danger of Letting Your Dog Drink from a River, Lake, or Ocean by VetDepot on June 12, 2015  

The weather is warming up! This might mean more fun in the sun with your canine best friend. If these outings include the beach or 

being around a lake or river, it’s important to keep drinking water safety in mind. It’s natural for dogs to want to lap up that cool 

water, but these natural water sources can pose some serious dangers. Pet parents should be aware of the following risks: 

Bacteria: Human and animal waste can contaminate natural water sources with bacteria. Threats include salmonella, Escherichia coli, 

and Leptospira, all of which can cause serious infection.  Leptospira is especially alarming because it can cause serious liver damage, 

kidney damage, and even death. Leptospira is most commonly found in marshy water where raccoons, skunks, rodents, and other 

wildlife frequent. 

Parasites: Giardia and cryptosporidium are both risks in outdoor water sources. If diarrhea is present within a day of water exposure, 

a parasite could be to blame. 

Salt: Obviously, ocean water contains salt, which can lead to electrolyte imbalance and dehydration if consumed. Dogs may 

experience diarrhea after drinking salt water. 

Chemicals: Runoff from land can send pesticides into outdoor bodies of water. Gas and oil are also risks due to boat activity. 

To protect your dog, be sure to pack a portable bowl and plenty of fresh water when going on outdoor adventures. If a body of water 

looks especially dirty, keep your canine companion on shore. If you ever notice stomach upset, lethargy, or other signs that something 

is off after a trip to the lake or beach, contact a veterinarian. 
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English Springer Spaniel Club 

of Long Island 

Annual Dues Notice for January – December 2016 
 

Regardless of whether you join the club, make a rescue donation or donate to the trophy fund, we would like to 
have your updated contact information and areas of interest. The newsletter will be sent to you via email.   Please 
submit dues by December 1, 2015. 
 
NAME:____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________________________________  
 
PHONE NUMBER: ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
EMAIL ADDRESS:____________________________________________________________________________ 
(Needed to receive club information and the newsletter)  

 
Areas of interest: Show Obedience Tracking Field Rally CGC Agility Therapy Dog Rescue Companion  
 
DUES: Note: Associate membership is for individuals and families who do not live on Long Island  

Family $35  

Individual $25  

Associate Membership and Juniors $15  
PLEASE USE THIS FORM AND RETURN IT WITH YOUR CHECK MADE PAYABLE TO ESSCLI, INC. TO:  
Gail Schuljan, ESSCLI Secretary 120 9th Avenue, Holtsville, NY 11742   
 

Item Amount 

Dues $ 

Trophy Fund $ 

Hospitality $ 

Rescue Donation  
Please provide a separate check 
made payable to ESSCLI-Rescue  $ 

Total $ 

 

  

   


